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HAVING A BALL IN THE FALL
PREPARING FOR NALL IN THE FALL AND THE TRIPLE TREE FLY-IN

Triple Tree Aerodrome is preparing for two of the season’s largest events: the Triple Tree Fly-In and Nall in the Fall!
These two fan-favorite events have become headliners on the Triple Tree calendar, drawing thousands from across
the United States! To ensure all can return amid rising prices everywhere, Triple Tree has committed to keeping the
cost admission of admission for these events the same as in 2021. For more information about both events, visit
www.tta.aero.
The 15th Annual Triple Tree Fly-In will be taking place from September 19th to September 25th and is anticipated to
welcome over a thousand aircraft to Triple Tree! In addition to the fun, fellowship, and hospitality that is to be had,
the fly-in agenda also features guest speakers, exhibitors, and even a new game: The Inaugural Triple Tree Fly-In
Poker Run! For our family that is flying in, we encourage you to review Triple Tree’s updated arrival procedures at
www.tta.aero/pilot-information.
Following the 15th Annual Triple Tree Fly-In is the 4th Annual Nall in the Fall remote-control fly-in! This event, which
takes place from September 30th to October 8th, features a number of flight areas across Triple Tree’s 400 acres.
Demos are scheduled on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday, as well as the presentation of the Dick Konkle award,
previously earned by Marc Shepard in 2021. Flying takes place 24 hours a day with daily briefings at 10 AM. Pilots
and spectators are asked to review the latest flight and camping information on Triple Tree’s website at
www.tta.aero/nitf and www.tta.aero/faqs.

Around the Pattern is Triple Tree Aerodrome’s monthly publication to
keep up with the “what’s-what” at the aerodrome. This publication
shares news, talks about upcoming events, and celebrates the successes
of those who are a part of the Triple Tree family. Have something to
share? Reach out! We’d love to hear about it!

Did you know? In 2021,
Triple Tree volunteers
accumulated over
5,000 community
service hours!

JOINING THE TEAM
With the incorporation of Unmanned Aerial
Systems (UAS) into the worlds of both fullscale and remote-control aviation, rules and
regulations have been proposed by lawmakers
and regulators for years now regarding such
platforms. With much of the regulation aimed
toward the commercial use of UAS, it is often
overlooked the effect that such regulations
have on the more traditional forms of
hobbyist-level remote-control flight. Along
with dozens of other organizations, Triple Tree
Aerodrome has teamed up with the Academy
of Model Aeronautics (AMA) to form the AMA
Coalition, which aims to protect the interests
of model aircraft everywhere. For more
information about the program, visit
www.modelaircraft.org/govcoalition.

NEW ADVISORIES
Flying in? There are few places in the world as beautiful to fly into
as Triple Tree Aerodrome (SC00). Whether you are flying into the
Triple Tree Fly-In or one of Triple Tree’s other world-class events,
it’s important to understand how to navigate the arrival
alongside the hundreds of other aircraft making their way in. The
Tower Team at Triple Tree has released a new set of approachplate style procedures to supplement Triple Tree’s existing
Arrival and Departure Advisory. These new pictorial procedures
feature waypoints and GPS coordinates overlayed on a map of
the region so that you can mark your sectional or program
Foreflight. These pictorial arrival/departure advisories are meant
to supplement the expanded (existing) arrival/departure
advisory, and vice-versa. To check out the new advisories, visit
www.tta.aero/pilot-information. As always, pilots are
encouraged to review the most recent revision of Triple Tree’s
Aerodrome’s Arrival and Departure Advisory before each fly-in to
ensure that they have the most up-to-date information.
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THAT’S THE TICKET
Grace Molloy is a Triple Tree Volunteer and Aviation Center Education
(ACE) scholarship recipient. This summer, Grace earned her Private Pilot
Certificate at Summerville Airport (KDYB) in a Diamond DA-20. In
addition to bringing her one step closer to her goal of becoming an
airline pilot, Grace says the best part was the thrill of achieving such a
long-standing and immense goal. Grace would like to thank her parents,
as well as her flight instructor Todd Brooks, for their continued support
– a key part in standing up to the challenges that flight training can
present.
Grace is one of Triple Tree Aerodrome’s many ACE scholarship
recipients. The ACE program is an initiative to train the next generation
of aviators through educational programs, events, outreach initiatives,
and scholarships. The Triple Tree family would like to congratulate Grace
on this lifetime achievement, and we are looking forward to all the great
things to come next!

BREAKING RECORDS
Mack Rutherford is the youngest person to fly around the world
solo. In August of 2022, Mack landed back in Bulgaria after
completing his months-long circumnavigation of the globe. The
journey, which featured two equatorial crossings, originated in
Bulgaria five months ago. His route took him through Africa,
India, China, South Korea, and Japan before crossing the Pacific
Ocean. After making the daunting 10-hour flight across the frigid
waters of the arctic, Mack continued across North America,
stopping by Triple Tree along the way.
The flight was sponsored by web developer ICDSoft in Bulgaria.
Supported by his parents, Mack mentioned that the flight is
meant to be “especially encouraging for children to follow their
dreams and parents to support them in their endeavors”. This
accomplishment is another line on Mack’s long list of
achievements, notably in addition to becoming the world’s
youngest pilot (at the time) at the age of 15. For more
information about the flight, including a map of the route and
some more stories along the way, visit www.macksolo.com.
Pictured is Volunteer Don Lovinggood (right) welcoming Mack
(left) to Triple Tree Aerodrome. Special thanks to Anne Maries
Photography for the Photo!

UPCOMING EVENTS
15th Annual Triple Tree Fly-In
September 19-25

Nall in the Fall
September 30th – October 8th

Frosty Dog Remote Control Fly-In
January 14th, 2023

Chilly Chili Fly-In
February 4th, 2023

Uncle John’s Fly-In
March 24-26, 2023

41st Joe Nall
May 12-20, 2023

More information, as well as a full listing of Triple Tree’s year-round events, can be found at www.tta.aero
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Have something to share? Reach out via e-mail info@tta.aero!
Newsletter Editor: Austin Banttari
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